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Logo strategy

Pelorus is an open-source tool
designed to automatically
measure software delivery and
other value-driven metrics.

What is a pelorus?
A pelorus is a non-magnetic tool most
commonly used in nautical navigation.
Aligned with the lubber’s line of the ship
and a notable point in the distance
(a star or lighthouse), the tool was
used to keep the ship on course.
The Pelorus wordmark and icon
represent the pelorus tool by using
geometric shapes, lines, and angles
to visually represent navigation. The
unique shape of the letters also
invites interpretation by the viewer,
much like the Pelorus tool presents
data for interpretation.

Logo and clearspace

Clearspace

To help the logo stand apart from
other elements and have breathing
room, always follow the recommended
clearspace. Keep this space completely
clear of other elements or logos.

Wordmark clearspace

Icon clearspace

At least double the size
of a dot from the letter ‘s.’

At least the size of one
of the dark blue dots.

Clearspace doesn’t need to be
measured precisely, but should be
around the recommended size for
consistency.

Using the wordmark on a background

Standard wordmark

Good contrast on white, light
grays, and black

Bad contrast on
medium to dark grays

In circumstances where the standard
color wordmark doesn’t work, or where
only one color can be used/printed,
choose the appropriate one-color
white or black wordmark.

One-color wordmark

Use black for the best contrast on white
and light grays

To ensure that the wordmark is visible,
pay attention to the color of the
background it sits on. The standard
color wordmark works well on white,
light grays, and black.

Use white for the best contrast on dark
colors and blue.

What to avoid

Not this.

Not this.

Don’t change the colors of
the wordmark.

Don’t add gradients or drop
shadows to the wordmark.

Not this.

Not this.

Don’t stretch or distort
the wordmark.

Don’t add objects or
characters to the wordmark.

In order to build brand awareness and
affinity over time, it’s important to use
the wordmark and icon consistently.
Use the wordmark as it is provided and
avoid these changes.

Using the icon on a background

Standard icon

Good contrast on white, light
grays, and black

Bad contrast on
medium to dark grays

In circumstances where the standard
color icon doesn’t work, or where only
one color can be used/printed, choose
the appropriate one-color white or
black icon.

One-color icon

Use black for the best contrast on white
and light grays

Just like the wordmark, to ensure the
icon is visible, pay attention to the color
of the background it sits on. The
standard color icon works well on
white, light grays, and black, but not
dark grays.

Use white for the best contrast on dark
colors and blue.

What to avoid

Not this.

Not this.

Don’t change the colors of
the icon.

Don’t add gradients or drop
shadows to the icon.

Not this.

Not this.

Don’t stretch or distort
the icon.

Don’t rotate or flip the icon in
either direction.

In order to build brand awareness and
affinity over time, it’s important to use
the wordmark and icon consistently.
Use the icon as it is provided and avoid
these changes.

Color

Color strategy

Pelorus leads with blue, black,
and white while relying on white
space and simple applications
to reinforce clarity.

Why blue, black, and white?
These colors stand out against neutral
backgrounds and other logos. Bright
shades of blue reinforce the connection
between the Pelorus tool and
Kubernetes. A little blue goes a long
way, so use it sparingly. Focus on large
areas of white and black space with
pops of blue.

Color palette

Main colors
Pelorus blue
#0066ff
RGB: 0, 102, 255
CMYK: 80, 60, 0, 0

Accent colors
Pelorus dark blue
#054cc9
RGB: 5, 76, 201
CMYK: 90, 73, 0, 0

Black
#000000
RGB: 0, 0, 0
CMYK: 60, 40, 40, 100

75% gray
#636466
RGB: 99, 100, 102

Green
#529059

Red
#e10000

25% gray
#c7c8ca
RGB: 199, 200, 202

Orange
#f6624e
RGB: 246, 98, 78
CMYK: 0, 75, 70, 0

White
#ffffff
RGB: 255, 255, 255
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 0

Yellow
#fdbd57
RGB: 253, 189, 87
CMYK: 0, 30, 75, 0

The main colors for Pelorus are
shades of blue and neutrals. Use
these colors to highlight the brand
and make an impact.
The palette also includes accent
colors. Use orange and yellow to add
visual interest or call out specific
items that need to be more
prominent. Use green and red
sparingly, only for data and graphs.

Color application

Apply color in ways that make sense.
Use large areas of white or black
space in order to create a feeling of
openness and allow the blue to pop.
Oranges and yellows can stand out
even more against the blue.
These are examples of how color
might be used in future applications.

Typography

Typography strategy

Black. Bold.
Medium. Regular.
Pelorus uses Red Hat Display
and Text, a custom geometric
typeface available through SIL
open license.

What are Red Hat Display and Text?
A custom typeface created by Jeremy
Mickel, Red Hat Display and Text work
with the Pelorus brand by being open
source, geometric, and sans serif. The
clear letterforms and open spaces
reinforce openness and authenticity.
Read more about the specifics of using
Red Hat Display and Text on the Red
Hat brand standards:
https://www.redhat.com/en/about/brand/
standards/typography

Typography application

This is Red Hat Display Black.
This is Red Hat Display Bold.
This is Red Hat Display Medium.
This is Red Hat Display Regular.
This is Red Hat Text Bold.
This is Red Hat Text Medium.
This is Red Hat Text Regular.

Red Hat Display is best for use in
large applications like headlines. It’s
designed to be rational with even
spacing and letterforms. If you’re not
sure which font to use, start with Red
Hat Display.
Red Hat Text is optimized for small
applications like body copy and
paragraphs. Use it only in cases
where the words are small and
potentially difficult to read otherwise.

Patterns

Pattern overview

Large pattern

Small pattern

Use this pattern to fill smaller empty spaces.
Reduce the pattern’s opacity or set it to gray
to use as a background element.

Fill larger empty spaces with this pattern
to add visual interest.

Patterns help to fill space that
otherwise might feel empty or unused.
Use patterns sparingly, as they can
create visual clutter. Add them to
backgrounds and sidebars as a way to
create interest without distracting from
the main content.

Pattern application

Use patterns in ways that compliment
the rest of the design. Try changing the
opacity or shade in order to shift the
pattern to the background rather than
being the focus of the design. Use the
large pattern to fill small spaces, and
the small pattern to fill large spaces.
These are examples of how patterns
might be used in future applications.

